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INTRODUCTION
Western Melbourne Tourism Inc (WMT) is a
regional cooperative association incorporated for
the purposes of developing a stronger more
competitive tourism sector in Melbourne’s west.
Melbourne’s west embraces the municipal
boundaries of Brimbank, Hobsons Bay,
Maribyrnong, Melton, Moonee Valley and
Wyndham councils.

The board is committed to working together with
other key stakeholders to enable an increase in
recognition and greater contribution of tourism to
the region’s economy; and also, ensuring
potential visitors are aware of the unique factors
that make Melbourne’s West a compelling place
to visit and this interest converts to visitation
growth.

This document sets out the WMT board’s three
year strategic plan (2014/15 to 2016/17). This
plan provides a framework of support and
engagement with local industry operators,
advocacy of government, and steps to grow the
capability of the sector and the quality of the
visitor experience in the region. As a local voice
for the tourism sector the plan is a further phase
of WMT Board’s mission to improve the tourism
profile of the region, grow private investment and
public infrastructure development and improve
service delivery for visitors.

A key element of success is the continued unity
of contribution of all six councils in Melbourne’s
west and the power of this collaboration as a
strong single voice.

The WMT board currently comprises
representation from the six western metropolitan
Council funding partners (listed above),
LeadWest, Victoria University, Parks Victoria,
Scienceworks, Quest Apartments, Zoos Victoria
and the arts sector.

Utilising our close integrated partnership with
Leadwest, WMT will build on the partnerships
already forged and leverage the resources to
broaden engagement with businesses and other
tourism industry stakeholders. The outlook for
future growth of the visitor sector for this region
is very positive. There is a particular opportunity
for enhancing the profile of Melbourne’s west as
a destination in the context of the metropolitan
region of Melbourne.
The value of our organisation is in its regional
approach and the synergy it is able to achieve
between individual members and councils. This
approach also aligns more closely with the
mindset of the consumer who will consider a visit
based on the broader intrinsic destination
attributes of a place or region (i.e apart from

social reasons such as visiting family, work or
education destinations in a region). A regional
tourism board is also uniquely placed to attract
industry funds for cooperative marketing, brand
and research projects; and, only at the regional
level, would it qualify for state and federal
regional tourism campaign funding.
A focus of the plan is related to communication
to, and development of, the local industry and its
stakeholders i.e. as opposed to any marketing
communications directly to consumers. There is
a conscious effort to avoid duplication of any
marketing responsibility, leaving this to lead
agencies such as Destination Melbourne and
Tourism Victoria, or marketing and
communications individual councils embark on in
their own right. Notwithstanding, WMT will
sustain strong partnerships with lead agencies
and ensure positive representation of
Melbourne’s west in consumer marketing
programs.
This plan sets out the opportunities and
challenges facing our organisation; the vision,
purpose and values of Western Melbourne
Tourism; and strategies set out under the five
key goals of: Advocacy, Visitor Experience,
Industry Development,
Communications/Engagement and WMT
Organisation Performance.
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Opportunities


Excellent existing network of positive working relationships and goodwill
between six participating LGAs of Melbourne’s west, each with strong,
passionate and energetic communities;



Enthusiastic and skilled board working positively together



High profile Melbourne attractions including Scienceworks, Werribee
Park Mansion, Werribee Open Range Zoo , RAAF Airbase, Moonee
Valley Racecourse Organ Pipes National Park, Tabcorp Park;



Emerging arts and cultural scene e.g. new facilities such as the
Substation at Newport, Footscray Community Arts Hub and Sunshine
Arts Space;



Expanding calendar of local and metropolitan events;



Brand /cultural identities of local places including the emerging appeal of
‘edgy places’ e.g. such as Yarraville, Spotswood, Footscray, or quality
of life such as in Point Cook, Williamstown, Caroline Springs or
Eynesbury;



Growing recognition of the value of tourism from community
stakeholders, businesses and Victoria University;



Positive relationship with Tourism Victoria (TV) and Destination
Melbourne Ltd (DML);



Significant natural attractions being further upgraded, including
improvements in the Maribyrnong River, development in water access
via the river and the bay, as well as cycling networks;



Strength in local wine industry e.g. Werribee, Plumpton/Sunbury regions;



Improved range of accommodation options across the region for visitors;



New transport infrastructure development and further plans for the
expansion of tourism traffic travelling via the region e.g.Regional Rail
Link, Avalon airport, Melbourne Airport rail link; and



Significant regional population growth and expansion of the local
regional economy, with associated increases in business/ corporate
visitation in and out of the region.

Challenges


Building capability and connectivity of the tourism industry in the
region;



Achieving broader recognition of the critical role of metropolitan
region councils in developing tourism;



Improving the level of engagement and participation from local
tourism industry operators in WMT activities and programs, and
leveraging resources beyond council funds;



Strengthening the tourism identity of Melbourne’s west in the market
place relative to central Melbourne or regional Victoria e.g. maps,
product listings, exposure in mainstream digital channels;



Ensuring maximum value from the limited funds available for tourism
for each LGA including to ensure activities align positively with the
investment by councils in Destination Melbourne’s metropolitan wide
promotions e.g. Discover Your Own Back Yard campaigns;



Ensure a balance of WMT outputs to deliver an equitable distribution
of benefit; and



Sustaining a positive and productive working momentum.

OVERVIEW
Our Vision – What we aspire to achieve

1

Melbourne’s West is a welcoming place of urban discovery

Our Purpose – What is our belief

2

We believe in what the West can offer visitors

Our Mission – What is our role

3

Our collaboration achieves a competitive advantage for Melbourne’s West

Our Values – What we will not compromise

4

Our five key values are: integrity, collaboration, accountability, innovation and respect

Our Strategic Goals – What we will focus on

5


Advocacy – We are the influential voice for the tourism industry in Melbourne’s west



Visitor Experience – We collaborate to implement a regional visitor framework of authentic experience



Industry Development – We lead and connect the industry and build its capability



Communications and Engagement – We communicate our value



WMT Board – We are a trusted, respectful and productive board
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GOAL 1: ADVOCACY – WE ARE THE INFLUENTIAL VOICE FOR THE TOURISM INDUSTRY IN MELBOURNE’S WEST
3-5 Year Desired Outcomes



WMT is the key voice for tourism in Melbourne’s West and is recognised by government and other lead tourism agencies
WMT is influential in achieving enhancement of visitor infrastructure and amenity

Ref No

1.1

1.2

1.3

Strategies
Raise awareness of Melbourne West’s potential

Facilitate tourism development opportunities

Assist with advocacy on behalf of Melbourne’s West

Indicators of Success


WMT has recognition as the predominant voice for tourism in Melbourne’s West



Growth of representation of product experiences in tourism promotions/ relevant
social media



WMT is represented in key strategic matters that impact tourism in the West



Key decision makers /influencers have an improved knowledge/ understanding
of experiences on offer in the region



Major priorities are endorsed by the WMT Board and communicated to key
stakeholders



Alignment of WMT priorities into council plans and strategies



Relevant research projects are completed



WMT collaborates to win support for appropriate grants



Melbourne’s west is embraced in mainstream visitor maps of Melbourne



Benefits/ positive results in tourism for the region



Expanded presence of tourism in strategic economic development initiatives for
the region
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GOAL 2: VISITOR EXPERIENCE – WE COLLABORATE TO IMPLEMENT A REGIONAL VISITOR FRAMEWORK OF AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCE
3-5 Year Desired Outcomes



Melbourne’s West is an integral element to the Melbourne experience
Melbourne’s West will have a strong and differentiated urban visitor experience

Ref No

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

Strategies
Facilitate regional experience opportunities

Facilitate enhanced representation of Melbourne’s
west visitor experiences in digital channels

Facilitate the West’s representation in Metropolitan
major events

Facilitate participation and opportunity in strategic
campaigns and communications

Indicators of Success


Emergence of well conceptualised product strengths – aligned with a product portfolio working
structure of the Board – (to be determined)



Product concept development has broad stakeholder endorsement



Effective partnerships are formed and aligned with complimentary regional initiatives



The design and development of relevant web landing pages is completed



A digital strategic review is completed by June 2015



Key agencies and council partners are engaged/collaborating and sharing content



WMT has a strong business case to support the development of any digital asset



Growth in the proportionate representation of Melbourne‘s west in the Melbourne event calendar
eg. Melbourne Food and Wine Festival, Melbourne Festival, Round the Bay Bike Ride etc



Growth of event attendance figures and other measures of positive economic benefit



WMT plays a leadership role in enhancing the understanding of the economic value of events to
the west



Improved positioning of Melbourne’s west in lead campaigns for Melbourne



Positive editorial and PR coverage/ listings



Growth in following /likes and other measures of social media performance
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GOAL 3: INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT – WE LEAD AND CONNECT THE INDUSTRY AND BUILD ITS CAPABILITY
3-5 Year Desired Outcomes



Melbourne’s west industry operators are actively participating, contributing and investing in their development
Our tourism industry is collectively better informed and connected

Ref No

3.1

3.2

Strategies
Build industry capability

Foster connections and relationships

Indicators of Success


Delivery of the Tourism Fest in the West forum in 2015 and 2016



Funding is sourced from government to support delivery of further professional
development opportunities e.g. digital training



Regular communication of professional development opportunities



Expanded representation of operators from the region in the State Tourism Awards
and/or Melbourne Tourism Leadership Programs



An annual calendar of board meetings is completed



WMT shows leadership in organising periodic informal (ie PAYG) industry networking
functions



An online social media network for local industry is implemented
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GOAL 4: COMMUNICATIONS AND ENGAGEMENT – WE COMMUNICATE OUR VALUE
3-5 Year Desired Outcomes


Our stakeholders understand who we are, what we do and the benefit of engaging with us

Ref No

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

Strategies
Build awareness and demonstrate our value

Inform and engage industry

Demonstrate our value, performance and progress

Leverage Board member communications channels

Upgrade WMT website

Indicators of Success


Communication activity is completed including development of website



PR coverage/ media reporting and commentary



Support from government and industry for WMT activities



Data base is updated and expanded



A minimum of X 4 issues of an enewsletter are distributed annually



The Love the West Facebook page is sustained



Partner Councils/ sponsors are satisfied with reporting



Completion of Chairman’s report of annual progress



A regular meeting is conducted (at least one a year) with representatives of the
communications teams in councils



Key Council and industry communications/marketing contacts are included on WMT
distribution lists



Phase 1 of website upgrade is completed by June 2015



Website is adequately maintained and updated, and further expanded when
appropriate
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GOAL 5: WMT BOARD – WE ARE A TRUSTED, RESPECTFUL AND PRODUCTIVE BOARD
3-5 Year Desired Outcomes




Our board is passionate and committed to progress tourism in Melbourne’s west
Our collaboration is effective and is valued
The WMT Board operates on a stable platform with a sustained mix of both government and private sector funding

Ref No

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

Strategies
Ensure our business model and structure supports the
delivery of our strategic direction

Realign governance framework to support our strategic
direction

Secure our financial position

WMT agreed priorities linked by Board to identified relevant
policy and strategic objectives

Indicators of Success


All board vacancies are filled



A board working group structure is sustained in accordance with plan priorities



An annual budget is prepared and approved by July each year



EO work plan, contract and performance review is completed annually (to align with
budget processes)



Timely transition of a new Chair into 2015/16 year



Ensure AGM is undertaken in a timely manner and all annual Incorporated Affairs
requirements are satisfied



New charter governance developed and approved by March 2015



Exchange of relevant agreements/ timely issue of invoices for annual contributions



A positive and collaborative partnership between WMT/LeadWest is sustained



Share of non-council contributions as income is increased in Yrs 2 and 3 of this plan



Every board member ensures that WMT activity aligns and supports the interests of
the organisation/ stakeholder interest it represents
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ATTACHMENT ONE: CONTEXT: STRUCTURE OF TOURISM PROMOTION FOR MELBOURNE’S WEST
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ATTACHMENT TWO: WESTERN MELBOURNE TOURISM BOARD MEMBERSHIP 2015-16 (UPDATED DECEMBER 2015)

Jan Jacklin (Chair) – Independent
Cr John Sipek (Dep Chair) – Moonee Valley City Council
Cr Nola Dunn – Melton City Council
Craig Rowley (Treasurer) – CEO, LeadWest
Brian O’ Dwyer – Coordinator Economic Development, Brimbank City Council
Daryl Wilson – Manager Economic Development, Wyndham City Council
Janet Dawes – Manager Cultural and Economic Development, Hobsons Bay City Council
Dr Colin Drake – Faculty of Business & Law, Victoria University
Rocky Barca – Manager Werribee Park and Western Melbourne District, Parks Victoria
Vacant - Subject to recruitment process – Quest Apartments
Nurin Veis – CEO, Scienceworks
Jade Lillie – General Manager, Footscray Community Arts Centre
Gillian Kamp – Safari Manager, Werribee Open Range Zoo, Zoos Victoria
Richard Ponsford – Executive Officer
Supplementary Council contacts:
Tennille Bradley – Coordinator Economic Development and Tourism, Melton City Council
Jason Sharp – Coordinator Economic Development, Moonee Valley City Council
Nicole Tehan – Tourism Development Coordinator, Wyndham City Council
Andy Waugh – Tourism and Retail Development Officer, Hobsons Bay City Council
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WESTERN MELBOURNE TOURISM – BOARD VALUES


We display our support and understanding of the values through our behaviours. The behaviours set out below are an agreed standard in the conduct of a WMT board role.

Our values
Integrity

Collaboration

Accountability

Innovation

Respect

Reflected in our behaviours


Acting honestly and ethically on all occasions



Ensuring that our interactions are characterised by openness and transparency



Acting in the best interests of WMT and to further its purpose



Building and sustaining sound relationships



Encouraging effective engagement and participation



Doing what we say we will do in a responsive and timely manner



Seeking, providing and responding to feedback



Taking full responsibility for our own decisions and actions



When appropriate declaring any potential conflict of interest



Demonstrating foresight and creativity in meeting the challenges of the future



Nurturing an environment in which innovative thinking is sought, encouraged and valued



Being committed to continuous improvement



Treating all stakeholders and board members with equality and consideration



Caring about others and ensuring that they feel valued



Listening, clarifying and responding appropriately when we communicate with others.
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GLOSSARY

WMT

Western Melbourne Tourism Inc

Melbourne’s west

Melbourne’s west embraces the municipal boundaries of Brimbank, Hobsons Bay, Maribyrnong, Melton, Moonee
Valley and Wyndham councils.

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LGA

Local Government Area

Melbourne

The geographic area covered by 31 metropolitan local governments

EO

Executive Officer

TV

Tourism Victoria

DML

Destination Melbourne Ltd

PV

Parks Victoria

VU

Victoria University

PR

Public Relations

Famil

Familiarisation visit often targeted to media or other stakeholders

Tourism Fest in the West A one day regional tourism conference first held in February 2014
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